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QUESTION 1

A customer with a large distributed environment has blacklisted a large lookup from the search bundle to decrease the
bundle size using distsearch.conf. After this change, when running searches utilizing the lookup that was blacklisted
they see error messages in the Splunk Search UI stating the lookup file does not exist. 

What can the customer do to resolve the issue? 

A. The search needs to be modified to ensure the lookup command specifies parameter local=true. 

B. The blacklisted lookup definition stanza needs to be modified to specify setting allow_caching=true. 

C. The search needs to be modified to ensure the lookup command specified parameter blacklist=false. 

D. The lookup cannot be blacklisted; the change must be reverted. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A Splunk Index cluster is being installed and the indexers need to be configured with a license master. After the
customer provides the name of the license master, what is the next step? 

A. Enter the license master configuration via Splunk web on each indexer before disabling Splunk web. 

B. Update /opt/splunk/etc/master-apps/_cluster/default/server.conf on the cluster master and apply a cluster bundle. 

C. Update the Splunk PS base config license app and copy to each indexer. 

D. Update the Splunk PS base config license app and deploy via the cluster master. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

In an environment that has Indexer Clustering, the Monitoring Console (MC) provides dashboards to monitor
environment health. As the environment grows over time and new indexers are added, which steps would ensure the
MC is aware of the additional indexers? 

A. No changes are necessary, the Monitoring Console has self-configuration capabilities. 

B. Using the MC setup UI, review and apply the changes. 

C. Remove and re-add the cluster master from the indexer clustering UI page to add new peers, then apply the changes
under the MC setup UI. 

D. Each new indexer needs to be added using the distributed search UI, then settings must be saved under the MC
setup UI. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 4

What is required to setup the HTTP Event Collector (HEC)? 

A. Each HEC input requires a unique name but token values can be shared. 

B. Each HEC input requires an existing forwarder output group. 

C. Each HEC input entry must contain a valid token. 

D. Each HEC input requires a Source name field. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/8.1.0/Data/UsetheHTTPEventCollector 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer would like to remove the output_file capability from users with the default user role to stop them from filling
up the disk on the search head with lookup files. What is the best way to remove this capability from users? 

A. Create a new role without the output_file capability that inherits the default user role and assign it to the users. 

B. Create a new role with the output_file capability that inherits the default user role and assign it to the users. 

C. Edit the default user role and remove the output_file capability. 

D. Clone the default user role, remove the output_file capability, and assign it to the users. 

Correct Answer: C 
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